Our partner and NewNet has Partnered to Deliver Integrated SMSC and Secure SMS Solution to Mobile Operators/Carriers Worldwide (Now only your subscriber can read his or her text messages- Secured & Pass-worded) - Call Now for Application Integration into your network.


We provide with our partners, first integrated SMSC and Secure SMS solution for mobile operators worldwide. The partnership will allow any mobile operator to integrate SecureSMS Appliance

with NewNet's SMSC platform to deliver a complete SMS solution to wireless subscribers. This creates a seamless, tested and certified integration accelerating deployment of SecureSMS within the operator's network.

Secure SMS delivers a significant benefit to wireless operators. We developed its SecureSMS platform from the ground-up, with security architecture in mind, to provide a safe and secure environment for the exchange of sensitive information. Standard SMS is not secure and can be spoofed, but our SecureSMS Appliance, engineered to utilize the mobile command channel, addresses spoofing with a fully authenticated, government-grade, highly encrypted, end-to-end tamper-proof process, and also enables message sizes up to 5,000 characters.

NewNet's SMServer SMSC platform is a robust, flexible, open architecture short messaging platform ready to deploy with value-added short messaging services. The SMServer manages the transmission of alphanumeric messages and binary data between mobile subscribers and external systems such as paging, electronic mail and voicemail systems. Built around client/server architecture, it supports connectivity to external systems via dedicated client modules. It accepts, stores, and manages alphanumeric messages to be delivered to mobile subscribers.

"As the need for secure SMS continues to grow around the world by government agencies and financial institutions, there is more pressure on mobile carriers and operators to offer Secure SMS to their subscribers. This partnership with NewNet marks a new milestone for CellTrust, by bringing our SecureSMS Appliance

to mobile operators in new markets around the world," said Sean Moshir, Chairman and CEO of CellTrust. "We believe mobile operators will appreciate the cost-effective, seamless integration of CellTrust's SecureSMS Appliance with NewNet's SMServer SMSC platform

and the ability to bring a new level of security to SMS for wireless subscribers."



CellTrust Secure SMS also has many optional privacy features, such as life span for messages, read-once messages, message recall, delivery receipt, read receipt, delete receipt, directional location information and proximity. In addition, there is an enterprise version, which is kept at the customer's data center and can provide audit and compliancy management for government agencies and corporations.



CellTrust has provided Secure SMS communication to many government agencies around the world, including the U.S. Government. CellTrust's SecureSMS Appliance is the first global enterprise appliance to offer secure SMS communication

for handset to handset and enterprise applications to handsets with highly encrypted end-to-end security in compliance with HIPAA, FISMA, and Sarbanes-Oxley, ensuring that information is kept private and only delivered to the intended recipient. 

